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In recognition of Professor Lotfi A. ZadehIt is a privilege to be asked to recognize Professor Lotfi A.
Zadeh on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday. As a math-
ematician, electrical engineer and computer scientist, Lotfi’s
exceptional accomplishments in systems related research,
practice, education and service are legendary; indeed, he has
been well recognized for these accomplishments over a long
anddistinguished career that continues to this day. I shall there-
fore limit my remarks to personal interactions with this kind,
thoughtful and gracious human being.
My first encounter with Lotfi was when I was asked to be
one of the reviewers of his submission to the IEEE Transactions
on Systems, Man and Cybernetics entitled ‘‘Outline of a New
Approach to the Analysis of Complex Systems and Decision
Processes’’ (published in January, 1973). While I was aware of
his seminal work on ‘‘Fuzzy Sets’’ (published in Information
and Control, 1965), the 1973 paper opened my eyes to the
range of applications that fuzzy logic could be applied to—from
management science and artificial intelligence to medicine and
biology. Since then, I have followed Lotfi’s publications and
impact on both the theory and practice of soft – includingword,
neural and evolutionary – computing. He has most deservedly
been awarded the top prizes in a range of areas: the IEEE Medal
of Honor, the IEEE EducationMedal, theHonda Prize, the Okawa
Prize, and Franklin Institute’sMedal of Honor, to name a few. He
is also a member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering,
the Russian Academyof Natural Sciences, and a number of other
national academies.
I was finally able to personally meet Lotfi at one of the IEEE
conferences in the mid-seventies. Since then and for more than
three decades, I have had the privilege of meeting him onmany
occasions (including conferences and workshops), I have been
able to invite him to be a plenary speaker at some of the events
that I have organized (and he has accepted these invitations
with great humility), and I continue to be awed by his youthful
outlook and physical agility. I shall also be forever indebted to
him and his great friend, ProfessorMo Jamshidi; they dedicated
their 2008 World Automation Congress to yours truly — I am
deeply honored by this recognition.
Finally, it has also beenmy great privilege to get to knowFay,
Lotfi’s lovely wife. Through Mo Jamshidi (who inspired Fay to
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.writeMy life and travels with the father of fuzzy logic, TSI Press,
Albuquerque, NM, 1998), I was able to obtain an autographed
copy of this book about her life with Lotfi. Although I am told
that Lotfi has not read the book, I would suggest that he does;
it is full of love and laughter — a celebration of a life with a
great man (more precisely, a great human). Whenever I see
Lotfi without his better half, I always ask him, ‘‘how’s Fay?’’. His
perennial answer is ‘‘so far, so good’’. Thus, I wish this lovely and
amazing couple many more decades of ‘‘so forever, so good’’.
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